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Abstract
The present paper uses speech technology derived tools and methodologies to test theories about phonetic typology.
We specifically look at how the two-way laryngeal contrast (voiced /b, d, g, v, z/ vs. voiceless /p, t, k, f, s/ obstruents)
is implemented in European Portuguese, a language that has been suggested to exhibit a different voicing system
than its sister Romance languages, more similar to the one found for Germanic languages. A large European
Portuguese corpus was force aligned using (1) different combinations of parallel Portuguese (original), Italian
(Romance language) and German (Germanic language) acoustic phone models and letting an ASR system choose
the best fitting one, and (2) pronunciation variants (/b, d, g, v, z/ produced as either [b, d, g, v, z] or [p, t, k, f, s]) for
obstruent consonants. Results support previous accounts in the literature that European Portuguese is diverging
from the traditional voicing system known for Romance language, towards a hybrid system where stops and fricatives
are specified for different voicing features.

Keywords: corpus-based linguistics, acoustic models, forced alignment, pronunciation variants, voicing
systems, laryngeal contrast

1. Introduction

In recent years methodologies initially developed
for automatic speech recognition (ASR) and nat-
ural language processing (NLP) have been repur-
posed and applied in other domains as varied as
healthcare, administration, social sciences or edu-
cation. Linguistic research is another domain that
made use of speech technology methodologies:
Coleman et al. (2016) looked at nasal place as-
similation; Renwick et al. (2016) quantified phono-
logical contrast between vowels; Yuan and Liber-
man (2011) investigated lateral allophones. The
present study focuses on phonetic and phonolog-
ical typology. In the last decade several labora-
tory phonology studies (Pape and Jesus, 2011,
2015; Ramsammy and Strycharczuk, 2016; Jesus
and Costa, 2020) have suggested European Por-
tuguese (henceforth EP) stands apart from its Ro-
mance family relatives when it comes to obstruent
voicing. Small scale acoustic studies show that
obstruent voicing profiles of EP obstruents resem-
ble those of German, a Germanic language, rather
than those of Italian, a related Romance language.
Romance languages are generally known to be
"true voicing" languages, which mark the laryngeal
contrast (voiced vs. voiceless obstruents) through
the [voice] feature (i.e., there is actual vocal cord
vibration during the production of /b,d,g, v, z, Z/ ob-
struent series). Germanic languages are usually
considered to be "aspirating" languages, marking
the contrast through the feature [spread glottis] (i.e.,
there is no actual vocal cord vibration for /b,d,g, v,
z, Z/ except in intersonorant position). Ramsammy
and Strycharczuk (2016) suggest EP, a Romance

language, exhibits a hybrid voicing system where
[spread glottis] is the contrast feature for fricatives
whereas [voice] better handles the contrast in the
case of stops. Looking at aerodynamic measure-
ments Jesus and Costa (2020) suggest voicing in
stops, not only fricatives, is also better described
using the [spread glottis] feature. Both studies use
small scale acoustic/aerodynamic measurements
to infer their results. The present paper further in-
vestigates the voicing system in EP using two meth-
ods derived from speech technology: (1) allowing
an ASR system to choose between a combination
of different language acoustic phone models when
force aligning EP speech data and (2) force aligning
EP speech data with voice/voiceless pronunciation
variants for obstruent consonants. In order to test
whether this methodology replicates results found
in laboratory studies we compare EP with Italian
and German, the original languages used in (Pape
and Jesus, 2015, 2011). We aim to answer the
following research questions:

• Can speech technology methods be used to
test theories of phonetic and phonological ty-
pology?

• Is EP a true voicing language like its genet-
ically related Romance languages, or did it
shift towards an "aspirating" language voicing
system?

• Is voicing in EP obstruents more similar to Ital-
ian, a sister Romance language, or to German,
a Germanic language?
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2. Methodology

To answer these questions we looked at an EP
corpus consisting of 114 hours of mostly standard
dialectal broadcast news speech from radio and
TV shows. We made use of existing data by ex-
ploiting corpora previously acquired from the LDC,
ELRA and several international projects. The cor-
pus was forced aligned matching phones to their
orthographic transcription using a trained acoustic
model and pronunciation dictionary for Portuguese.
The output of the forced alignment is a sequence
of phones with labels predicted by the Portuguese
language dictionary.

The first method to answer our research ques-
tions, involved adding two different sets of obstruent
(stop and fricative) phone models, one for Italian
and one for German, in parallel to the original EP
obstruent phone model. The acoustic phone mod-
els for all other phonemes were kept in their original
EP form. The acoustic phone models for all three
considered languages (EP, Italian and German)
were trained on similar type of data (broadcast
news speech i.e., (semi)prompted speech), similar
amounts of time (roughly 100 hours), and compa-
rable number of word tokens and types (EP: 1.1.
million words tokens and 46k word types; Italian:
1.8 million word tokens, 58.8k word types; German:
1.8 million word tokens and 90k word types). Acous-
tic models for each language are speaker-, context-
and word-position-independent monophone mod-
els. Each phone model is a 3-state left-to-right
continuous density HMM with Gaussian mixtures
with up to 32 Gaussians per states. Silences are
modeled by a single state with 256 Gaussians. The
same acoustic parametrization was used for all
phone models: cepstral - PLP (Hermansky, 1990)
and pitch (F0) features. A similar procedure to the
one used is described in Lamel et al. (2011). Pre-
senting the recognition system with combinations
of different language acoustic models allows us to
force the system to choose the best fitting model
(either the original EP, the Italian or the German) for
each individual phonemically voiced stop and frica-
tive in the corpus (illustrated in 1 for the Portuguese
word dado [dadu] ’given’).

Table 1 shows the counts of phonemically voiced
stops and fricatives in the corpus. The postalve-
olar /Z/ was left out of the analysis since it is not
included in the Italian phoneme inventory and it
appears only in loanwords in German. Two sets of
language acoustic model combinations were used
for the study: (1) a three way choice of acoustic
models between EP, German and Italian, and (2) a
binary choice between Italian and German acoustic
obstruent models (EP obstruent models were no
longer available to the system in this case). Each
of the two combinations will be describes in differ-

Figure 1: Combination of three acoustic models
(EP, Italian and German - represented by flags) for
the stop /d/ in the Portuguese word dado [dadu]
’given’.

Manner Consonant Count
stop /b/ 43,400
stop /d/ 225,705
stop /g/ 42,124
fricative /v/ 67,742
fricative /z/ 47,306

Table 1: Counts of phonemically voiced stops /b,
d, g/ and fricatives /v, z/ in the corpus.

ent sections. We predict that if obstruent voicing
in EP is indeed more similar to German, as shown
by (Pape and Jesus, 2015), we would expect the
system to choose the German acoustic models to
a greater extent than it does the Italian obstruent
models. If however, the opposite is true (i.e, the
voicing system in EP is consistent to the one found
in Romance languages) we would expect the sys-
tem to prefer the Italian obstruent acoustic models.

A second method was used to answer our re-
search questions: forced alignment with pronun-
ciation variants. The method was first introduced
by Hallé and Adda-Decker (2011) to study voicing
assimilation in French and has been successfully
used to investigate non-canonical voicing in Ro-
mance languages is several studies (Popescu et al.,
2023; Wu et al., 2022; Hutin et al., 2022; Vasilescu
et al., 2020). It implies using one language acoustic
model at a time (not in parallel) with the addition of
pronunciation variants. The Portuguese language
dictionary was enriched with pronunciation variants
for obstruent voicing. For example the Portuguese
word dado [dadu] - ’given’ had four possible pronun-
ciations [dadu], [datu], [tadu] or [tatu]. The same
applies for fricatives (/vir/ ’come’ could be detected
as either the original voiced [viK] or the devoiced
[fiK]). The system then has to chose which phone
model (phonetically voiced or voiceless) best fits
the data. Results of this method will be detailed in
section 5.
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3. Three-way choice of acoustic
models - Portuguese, Italian and

German

In this experiment, for each phonemically voiced
obstruent /b,d,g, v, z/ the system was presented
with three different language phone models (origi-
nal EP, Italian and German). The system then had
to choose which of the three phone models best
fits the acoustic signal corresponding to the EP
obstruents. Figure 2 shows the counts (y-axis)
and percentages of selected phone models per lan-
guage as a function of place of articulation. Note
that the scales are different between stops and
fricatives: stops are more frequent (coronal /d/ in
particular).

Figure 2: Counts and percentages of phone occur-
rences aligned with one of three acoustic phone
models (Portuguese in white, German in blue or
Italian in green) for stops (left) and fricatives (right).

As expected the original Portuguese model is
preferred (in 72% of cases for stops and 75% of
cases for fricatives). In the rest of cases the system
preferred either the German or the Italian phone
models. For stops percentages for Italian and Ger-
man phone models are similar, with German phone
models being marginally preferred over the Italian
ones (14% vs. 13%). For coronals and bilabials
Italian phone models are preferred. For fricatives
for both places of articulation the German phone
model is preferred.

4. Two-way choice of acoustic
models - Italian and German

In this second experiment, only two obstruent
acoustic phone models were presented to the sys-
tem to chose from: the Italian and the German
ones. The original Portuguese phone model was
no longer an option. Figure 3 shows the counts
and percentages of obstruent occurrences aligned
with either an Italian or German obstruent acoustic
model.

Results show the same patterns as in the previ-
ous section. For stops the Italian phone models are

Figure 3: Counts and percentages of phone oc-
curences aligned with one of two acoustic phone
models (Italian in green or German in blue) for stops
(left) and fricatives (right).

preferred (68% of cases for coronals and 64% of
cases for velars) except for bilabials for which the
German phone models are preferred (German 53%
vs. Italian 47%). For fricatives for both places of
articulation (labiodental and coronal) the German
phone models are markedly preferred.

In summary, the results presented in Sections
3 and 4 confirm our predictions only in the case
of fricatives (i.e, EP fricatives are similar to those
of German) but not in the case of stops (with only
bilabial stops presenting the predicted patterns). So
far results point towards there being a hybrid voicing
system for obstruent stops in EP, as suggested by
Ramsammy and Strycharczuk (2016). In the next
section we present results of the forced alignment
with pronunciation variants.

5. Forced alignment with
pronunciation variants

In this third experiment, we enriched the Por-
tuguese pronunciation dictionary with pronuncia-
tion variants for obstruent voicing (voiced obstru-
ents /b, d, g, v, z/ could be detected by the system
as either voiced [b, d, g, v, z] or voiceless [p, t, k,
f, s]) allowing the system to choose the best fitting
phone model (voiced of voiceless) for each phone-
mically voiced obstruent in our corpus. Figure 4
shows the waveform, spectrogram and alignment
of the word dado [dadu] ’given’. The first /d/ con-
sonant is detected by the system as a voiceless [t],
the second as voiced [d].

We ran the alignment twice, once with Italian
and once with German voiced/voiceless obstruent
phone models. For example, when using the Ger-
man obstruent acoustic models, if a Portuguese
phonemically voiced stop /d/ better matched the
German phone model [d], the output of the system
for that stop would be [d]. If, however, the voiceless
acoustic model better fit the data, the output would
be a voiceless [t]. This second method differs from
the one presented in the previous two sections in
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Figure 4: Waveform and spectrogram of the Por-
tuguese word dado [dadu] ’given’. The first /d/ (la-
beled D) is detected as a voiceless [t] and the sec-
ond /d/ (labeled d) is detected as a voiced [d] by
the system.

that it allows us to test the similarity/differences
between EP and Italian/German from a different
perspective. Based on previous acoustic studies,
we know that the voicing profiles (probability of
voicing in 10 different points throughout the conso-
nant) differ based on language: while Italian voicing
probability remains close to one throughout the ob-
struent, the voicing probablity drops after 30% of
the obstruent for both EP and German (Pape and
Jesus, 2015). This suggest that both German and
EP exhibit partial devoicing of the obstruent and
Italian does not. We therefore expect the system
to chose more voiceless variants (higher percent-
ages of voiceless variants) when force aligning the
data with Italian obstruent phone models (i.e., the
partial devoicing in Portuguese obstruents would
be interpreted as voicelessness by Italian acoustic
models). Figure 5 shows the percentages of pho-
netically voiceless variants (color shades: blue for
German, green for Italian) detected by the system
when using the Italian or German voiced-voiceless
acoustic model variants. Grey shades correspond
to the phonetically voiced variants identified by the
system.

Results confirm our predictions for fricatives - the
Italian voiceless variants are selected at a greater
extend than the German ones (Italian 90% vs. Ger-
man 72% for the labiodental /v/, and Italian 57%
vs. German 30% for the coronal /z/). For stops the
results are more ambiguous: Italian voiceless vari-
ants are selected with a higher degree for bilabias
and velars but not for coronals. These results go
against our predictions and against the patterns
found in Sections 3 and 4, where coronals pat-
terned with velars, differently than bilabials (here
the coronals pattern differently).

Figure 5: Percentages of phone occurrences
aligned as with either the voiceless (German in
blue, Italian in green) or voiced (grey shade for
both languages) per language for stops (left) and
fricatives (right)

6. Limitations

We proposed two methodologies that are not a
direct replication of the original acoustic studies:
while the acoustic studies relied on targeted acous-
tic (Praat’s (Boersma and Weenink, 2019) auto-
correlation (AC) pitch extraction, VOT, intensity or
center of gravity) and/or aerodynamic (oral airflow
and electroglottographic) measures, the present
study relies exclusively on the trained acoustic mod-
els, which incorporate a set of acoustic features
including log energy, pitch and 12 cepstrum co-
efficients. The difference in methodologies could
be the reason for the diverging results found for
stops. For a better understanding of the factors at
play, an acoustic analysis of a subset of the present
data is needed. Future studies should also include
other acoustic correlates of voicing, such as pho-
netic/phonological context and prosodic informa-
tion. Prosody is especially important since stress
patterns in EP have also been shown to differ from
other Romance languages which are syllabe-timed:
the language is believed to be stress-timed (Cruz-
Ferreira, 1999) like Germanic languages, or par-
tially stress- and syllable-timed (Frota and Vigário,
2006).

7. Conclusion

The present paper tested theories of phonetic ty-
pology derived from small scale laboratory studies
using two methodologies stemming from speech
technology: (1) using different language combina-
tions of acoustic models when force aligning data
and (2) forced alignment with pronunciation vari-
ants. In particular we asked whether the EP obstru-
ent voicing system is different than the one of its
genetically related Romance languages, and more
similar to the one found for Germanic languages.
We find that there is a clear pattern of EP fricative
voicing shifting away from the Romance language
voicing system: EP fricatives are more similar to
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those of German, than to those of Italian. This sug-
gests [spread glottis] is the active feature for EP
fricative voicing. For stops, the results are less con-
clusive. Place of articulation seems to play a role
for stops, and we find different results depending
on the used method. However, for both methods,
two out of three stop consonants are more similar
to Italian than to German (i.e., opposite pattern than
the one found for fricatives). We take this as an
indication that EP exhibits different voicing systems
for stops and fricatives supporting Ramsammy and
Strycharczuk (2016)’s account of EP having a hy-
brid voicing system. The results also support the
repurposing of speech technology methodologies
for studies in other fields such as theoretical and
experimental linguistics.
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